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ABSTRACT. Let C denote the category of compact Hausdorff spaces and continuous

maps. Let S: C -* SC denote the functor of shape in the sense of Holsztyñski from C to

the shape category SC determined by the homotopy functor H: C -* HC from C to the

homotopy category HC. Let A, B, and D denote compact connected abelian topological

groups. In this paper it is shown that if G is a morphism in the shape category from A to

B, then there is a unique continuous homomorphism g: A -» B such that 5(g) = G. This

theorem is used in a study of shape properties of continua which support an abelian

topological group structure. The following results are shown: (1) The spaces A and B are

shape equivalent if and only if A ^ B. (2) The space A is movable if and only if A is locally

connected. (3) The space A shape dominates B, S(A) > S(B), if and only if there is a O

such that A at B X D. (4) The fundamental dimension of A is the same as the dimension

of A, Sd(4) = dim A.

In an Appendix it is shown that the Holsztyñski approach to shape and the approach of

Mardesic and Segal using ANR-systems are equivalent. Thus, the results apply to either

theory and to the Borsuk theory in the metrizable case.

Introduction. Let C denote the category of compact Hausdorff spaces and

continuous maps. Let S: C -* SC denote the functor of shape in the sense of

Holsztyñski on the category C of compact Hausdorff spaces and continuous

maps to the shape category SC (see [6, Example 5.9]). This functor is continuous

and factors through the homotopy category HC, S = F ° H, where H: C -* HC

is the homotopy functor and F: HC -» SC. We will only be interested in the case

in [6] that the projection functor E: C -* EC is the homotopy functor H and that

the functor 5 is the unique one given by Theorem 5.5 of [6] for H. For

convenience, we will assume that S is the functor of shape constructed in §4 of

[6] for the pair (C, H). We remark that the ZZ-objects in this case are the

compacta homo topically dominated by polyhedra [6, Example 5.9] which in-

cludes the ANR's. In an Appendix we show that the Holsztyñski approach to

shape in [6] and the approach of Mardesic and Segal in [8] using ANR-systems

are equivalent so that our results apply to either theory.

Let A and B denote compact connected abelian topological groups. In the first

section of this paper it is shown that if G is a morphism in the shape category SC

between the continua A and B, then there is a unique continuous homomorphism

g: A -> B such that S(g) = G. We obtain one immediate corollary: A and B are
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shape equivalent if and only if they are isomorphic as topological groups. In the

next three sections of the paper we use the results of the first section to study the

shape properties of continua which support abelian topological group structures.

The properties that we study are movability, shape domination, and fundamental

dimension.

Notation. We assume a knowledge of shape theory as developed in the paper

of W. Holsztynski [6]. Except for the Appendix we are only interested in the case

that the category C is that of compact Hausdorff spaces and continuous maps

and the projection functor E in §§2, 3, 4, and 5 of [6] is the homotopy functor H.

We assume a knowledge of locally compact topological groups and of the

structure of locally compact abelian topological groups. A knowledge of Pon-

tryagin duality is also assumed. The second edition of Pontryagin's book [9] is a

good reference. If A is a locally compact abelian topological groups and T is the

circle group, then the character group of A, Hom(^, 7) with the compact-open

topology, is denoted by char A. If g: A -* B is a continuous homomorphism,

then the dual of g is denoted by g* : char B -* char A. If G is a connected locally

compact topological group, then there is an inverse system of Lie groups

{Ltt;iraß;a < ß E A) with the projections ira(G) = La continuous homomor-

phisms. If G is compact connected and abelian, then the La's are tori Ta"°.

1. Shape morphisms and continuous homomorphisms. In this section we show

that if A and B are compact connected abelian topological groups, then there is

a one-to-one correspondence between the continuous homomorphisms from A to

77 and the morphisms between A and 77 as continua in the shape category. First

we state a theorem essentially due to W. Scheffer [11].

1.1. Theorem (Scheffer). Let A be a compact connected topological group and B

a compact connected abelian topological group with identities e andO, respectively. If

f: A —» B is a continuous map with j\e) in the arc-component of 0 in B, then there is

a unique continuous homomorphism from A to B homotopic tof.

Observe that/in the theorem is homotopic to a continuous g: G-» 77 with

g(e) = 0. Theorem 1.1 then follows from Corollary 2 of [11].

We will use Theorem 1.1 to prove Theorem 1.2. Then taking 1.1 and 1.2

together we have a description of the relationship of the shape functor and the

homotopy functor on continua supporting abelian group structures.

1.2. Theorem. Let A and B be compact connected abelian topological groups and

let G be a morphism in the shape category from A to 77. Then there is a unique

continuous homomorphism g: A -> B such that 5(g) = G.

Proof. Let G be a morphism between the compact spaces A and 77 in the shape

category SC. Then G is a covariant functor G: HB -* HA such that G(H(f))

= H(f) for each morphism 77(/) in HB (see [6, §4]). Recall that Hx is the

category which has as its objects the class of morphisms H(p): X -* P in the

homotopy category HC where P is an //-object in C. The morphisms of Hx are
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MotHx (H(p),H(q)) = {H(f): P -* Q: H(f) ° H(p) = H(q)}

where H(p): X -* P and H(q): X -* Q are objects of Hx. Now if T is the circle

group, then the set of all homotopy classes of maps Morwc (A, T) and

Mor//c (B, T) is a subclass of the objects of HA and HB, respectively, since T is

an ZZ-object. If we let + denote the group operation on T, then Morwc (A,T) and

Mor^ç (B, T) have group structures induced by + which are isomorphic to char A

and char B where the isomorphism from Morwc (A, T) and Morwc (B, T) to

char A and char B is given by Theorem 1.1. Now G: ob HB -* ob HA has the

property that G(Morwc (B, T)) C Mor//c (A, T). This is because if f: A -* P is

a continuous map with Z> an ZZ-object and G(H(f)) = H(p), then p: B -> P;

otherwise G(H(i)) ¥= H(i) where i: /" -» P is the identity map on P with ZZ(/') a

Morphism in ZZß. Now the group structure on Morwc (A, T) and Mor^ (B, T) is

induced by +: T2 -> T with 7*2 also an ZZ-object. If H(f) and H(g) are in

MorHC (B, T), then one can easily show that G(H(f) + H(g)) = G(H(f))

+ G(H(g)) using the fact that G(ZZ(+)) = H(+). Therefore G induces a

homomorphism G': Mothc(B,T)*Mothc(A. T). This induces a homomor-

phism G*: char B —* charol. Let g: A -> Z? be the unique continuous

homomorphism which induces G*: char Z? -» char A. Now g induces a shape

morphism ^(g): /4 -» Z? which we will now show must be equal to G. Suppose

that 5(g) =/= G. As remarked in the Introduction, Z? = inv \\m{Tf";itafi;a < ß

E A) where the Ta"a,s are tori and the itaB's are continuous homomorphisms. Let

{ita: a E A) be the projections making B the projective limit of the inverse

system. By [6, Lemma 4.1], there must be an a such that S(g)(H(ita))

# G(H(ita)): Let Tf" = Tx X • • • X T„a and let p¡: V" -» T, be the coordinate

projections for / = 1, ..., na. Since S(g)(H(ita)) # G(H(ita)), there must be an

index / such that ZZ(/>,) o S(g)(ZZ(w„)) ¥= H(p¡) o G(H(ita)). For that index / we

have that H(Pi) ° S(g)(H(ita)) = S(g)(H(Pi° ita)) and #(/,,) o G(H(ita))

= G(ZZ(/7¡ o 7Ta)). However, H(p¡ o tta) e MorHC (B,T) and thus S(g)(H(p¡

o ita)) = G(H(Pi o ita)). This implies that H(P¡) ° S(g)(H(ita)) = H(Pi)

° G(H(ita)), a contradiction. Therefore S(g) = G.

If g and h are continuous homomorphisms from A to B such that S(g) = S(h)

= G, then g* = h* = G* : char B -* char A. Thus g = h and the continuous

homomorphism g is unique. The proof is complete.

13. Corollary. If A and B are compact connected abelian topological groups and

have the same shape, then A and B are isomorphic as topological groups.

1.4. Example. In [1, p. 331], examples are given of compact connected Lie

groups which have the same homotopy type (hence are of the same shape), but

which are not isomorphic. Actually, the Lie groups can be taken to be

homeomorphic and not isomorphic. Thus the fact that A and B are abelian in 1.2

and 1.3 is necessary. It is worth noting that H. Scheerer has shown in [10] that

two compact connected simply connected Lie groups having the same homotopy

type are isomorphic.
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1.5. Example. Let C be the Cantor set. It is well known that there are 2"»

nonisomorphic abelian group structures on C making C a topological group.

Thus it is necessary to have A and 77 connected in 1.2 and 1.3.

1.6. Remark. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 taken together show the relationship

between the homotopy and shape functors on Morc (A, 77) where A and 77 are

compact connected abelian topological groups. If /, g: A —» 77 are continuous

functions with S(f) = S(g), then H(f) = H(g) if and only if for some (or for

all) a G A,f(a) and g(a) are in the same arc-component of 77.

1.7. Remark. There is another proof of Corollary 1.3. According to Steenrod

[12], if A is a compact connected abelian topological group, then there is an

isomorphism from Hl(A,Z) to char.4 where Hl(A,Z) is Cech cohomology with

integer coefficients. Now Cech cohomology is a shape invariant. Thus if A and B

are shape equivalent, then Hl(A,Z) =¿ Hl(B,Z). Thus char .4 ~ char B and

A ^ 77. S. Godlewski showed Corollary 1.3 for solenoids [3].

2. Movability. In this section we show that a compact connected abelian

topological group is movable if and only if it is locally connected. In this section

of the paper we will assume that the reader is familiar with the Mardesic and

Segal approach to shape using ANR-systems [8]. We use their definition of

movability for a compactum X in terms of an ANR-system associated with X.

Movability is a shape invariant in the sense of Mardesic and Segal [7]. By the

results in the Appendix it is a shape invariant in the sense of Holsztynski.

2.1. Definition. An ANR-system X = {Xa ; wa/5 ; a < ß E A) is said to be

movable provided that for each a E A, there is a ß > a such that for every

y > ß there is a map r^: Xß -» Xy such that H(iray o rPy) = H(iraB). A compac-

tum X is said to be movable if an ANR-system associated with it is movable. As

shown in [7], if one ANR-system associated with X is movable, then every one is

and movability is a shape invariant.

2.2. Definition. Let G be an abelian group and H a subgroup of G. Then 77 is

said to admit division if whenever g G G and « is a positive integer, then ng E H

implies that g E H. This is equivalent to saying that G/H is torsion free. The

group G is said to have property L if every finite subset of G is contained in a

finitely generated subgroup that admits division.

The following theorem is in Pontryagin [9, Theorem 48, p. 260].

2.3. Theorem. A compact abelian topological group A is locally connected if and

only if char A has property L.

In the Introduction it was noted that it is known that a compact connected

abelian topological group is the inverse limit of an inverse system of tori

{Tf" ; TTaß ; a < ß E B) with onto bonding maps which are continuous homomor-

phisms and with projection maps vra(A) = Tan° which are continuous homomor-

phisms. We will now show that this inverse system can be taken to be an ANR-

system as in [8, §2]. The only thing that the system lacks is that the index set B

may not be closure finite and this is easily remedied.
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2.4. Lemma. Let B be a directed set. Then there is a closure finite directed set B'

and an increasing function f: B' -* B withfiß') cofinal in B.

Proof. Let D(B) be the set of all finite subsets of B and let B' = {F E 'D(B):

there is an a G F with a > ß for all/J G F). Let the order on B' be defined

by F > F' if and only if F D F'. Now B' is a directed set since for Fx and F2 in

B', there is an a G B with a > ß for all ß E Fx U F2. If we let F3 = {a) U Fx

U F2, then F¡ > Fx and F3 > F2 with F3 E B'. It is closure finite since if F G B',

then there are less than 2cardF G's in B' with G < F. Let /: 5' -» 5 be any

function having the property that /(F) = a where a G F and a > /? for all

ß E F. Then if F > F', then f(F) > f(F') and / is an increasing function.

Actually f(B') is not only cofinal, it is onto since {a) E B' for all a E B and

/({«}) = «•

Now we can make {Tf°;itaß;a < ß E B) into an ANR-system by replacing B

by the B' given in Lemma 2.4 and obtaining {TFF;itFC;F < G E B') where

TFF = ^(f)"/(f) and ttFG = ^(f)/(c)- Then A is the projective limit of this ANR-

system with projection maps ttF = it},Fy

We also remark that Lemma 2.4 shows that there is no topological significance

to Theorem 7 in [8] since every compact Hausdorff space is known to be the

inverse limit of compact ANR's. We can now state and prove the main theorem

in this section.

2.5. Theorem. Let A be a compact connected abelian topological group. Then A is

movable if and only //char A has property L. Consequently, A is movable if and only

if A is locally connected.

Proof. First we need some preliminary remarks. Now char A is the direct limit of

its finitely generated subgroups. That is, let {Ha; itaB; a <j3 G B] besuchthat a<|3

if and only if Ha C Hs with Ha and HB finitely generated subgroups of char A and

eaß: Ha —>Hß the inclusion maps. Then the injection maps ea:Ha —► char .4 make

char A the injective limit of the direct system { Ha ; eaB ; a < ß E B }. Since A is con-

nected, char A is torsion free and each Ha is just a free group Zaa. Taking the dual we

get an inverse system {7;"° = char Z„° ; itaB = e*ß ; a < ß E B) with A  the

projective limit of the system by the projection maps tta: A -* Tf" being the

unique continuous homomorphisms with it* = ea. Let B' be the closure finite

directed set described in the proof of Lemma 2.4 associated with B and let

{7^; itFG; F < G G B') he the associated ANR-system. Now we will show that

if char A has property L, then A is movable. Suppose that char A has property

L. We will show that the ANR-system described above is movable and thus that

A is movable. Let F = {ax,... ,a„} E B' with /(F) = a. Then 7?' = Ta"°. Let
Zâ° C ZBß be such that Z¡¡" admits division in char A using the fact that char A

has property L. Let G = {ß,ax,... ,a„) G B'. Then G > F and/(G) = ß. Now

suppose that P > G in B'. Since Zqg admits division in char A, it admits division

in ZpF. Thus Zpf/Zqg is torsion free and since it is finitely generated it is a free

group Zq. Therefore Zn/ ^ Zq X Zg. Define rcp: 7¿"c -* V as the maP which
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is the dual of the map from Zp to ZGC having Zq as its kernel. Then we have

Ttppo rGP = ttfg. Thus A is movable.

We will now show that if A is movable, then char A has property L. Suppose

that A is movable. We will use this fact to show that char A has property L. Let

F E 77' and let G > F be as in the definition of movability. Suppose that n is a

positive integer and that na E ZFF for some a G criara. Then we claim that

a E Zq°. To prove that let P > G be such that ZPe is the subgroup of char A

generated by {a} U ZGG. From the definition of movability and the choice of G,

there is a continuous map rCP: TG"C -» Tp"F such that ttfp ° rGP is homotopic to

ttfc. By Theorem 1.1, we may assume that rGP is a homomorphism and that

TTFp » rc,> = 7!>c. Thus we have a homomorphism p = (/-c/>)* : Z^ -* ZG° such

that eFG — p ° eGP. Now p(na) = na since eFG(na) = na and eGP(na) = na.

However, np(a) = p(na) = na with p(a) E ZGG. Now nth roots are unique in

char A since char A is torsion free. Thus p(d) = a and a G Z¿c. Thus we have

proved our claim that if na E ZFF, then a E ZGG. Now let L be the subgroup of

ZGC consisting of the elements a E ZG° such that for some integer n, na E ZFF.

Then L admits division in char A and is finitely generated. Thus char A has

property L.

2.6. Example. It is known that the solenoids are not movable. Theorem 2.5

implies this and allows us to construct examples of both movable and nonmova-

ble continua by taking the character groups of discrete torsion free abelian

groups having property L or not having property L, respectively.

2.7. Theorem. Let A be a compact connected abelian topological group. When A

is not movable it is not arcwise connected.

Proof. If A is not movable, then char A does not have property L. Let Z" be a

finitely generated subgroup of char A which is not contained in any finitely

generated subgroup which admits division in char A. Let M be the smallest

subgroup of char A containing Z" which does admit division in char A. Then the

rank of M is n and M does not have property L. The imbedding homomorphism

e: M -> char A induces a map e* : A —» char M which is onto. Now the dimen-

sion of char M is n [9, Theorem 47, p. 259] and char M is not locally connected.

Using the results of [2], char M cannot be arcwise connected since it is finite

dimensional and not locally arcwise connected. But e*(A) = char M and thus A

cannot be arcwise connected either.

2.8. Example. Let Z denote the integers. Let A denote the compact connected

abelian topological group which is the character group of the discrete group Z*°.

By Theorem 2.5, A is a movable continuum. It is known, however, that A is not

arcwise connected. In a subsequent paper we will show that any continuum shape

equivalent to A cannot be arcwise connected. Thus, the shape class of A is

movable, contains locally connected continua, but contains no arcwise connected

continuum.

3. Shape domination. Let X and Y be compacta. Then X shape dominates Y,
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S(X) > S{Y), if and only if there are shape morphisms G: X -* Y and

G': Y -> X such that G ° G' is the identity shape morphism on Y. Theorem 1.2

allows us to prove the following theorem quite easily.

3.1. Theorem. Let A and B be compact connected abelian topological groups. Then

S{A) > S{B) if and only if there is a compact connected abelian topological group

C such that A =¿ B X C.

Proof. It is clear that if Z » B X C, then S(A) > S(B). Now suppose that

S(A) > S(B). Then by Theorem 1.2 there are continuous homomorphisms

g: A -* B and h: B -» A such that g ° h: B -* B is the identity map. These

homomorphisms induce homomorphisms h* : char A -* char B and g* : char B

-* char A with h* ° g* : char B -* char B the identity homomorphism. Now this

implies that char A as char 5 © ker /z*. Letting C = char ker h* we get that

A ^ B X C and the theorem is proved.

4. Shape dimension. Let A* be a compactum. The fundamental dimension of X,

Sd(-Y), is the minimum Lebesgue dimension of a compactum Y such that

S(Y) > S(X). Clearly Sd (X) < dim X

4.1. Theorem. Let G be a compact connected topological group. Then Sd (G)

= dim G.

Proof. According to the remarks in the Introduction G is the inverse limit of

an inverse system of Lie groups, {La ; itaß ; a < ß E A) with the La's Lie groups

and the projection maps, continuous surjective homomorphisms ita : G -* La. By

[4, 1.2.11, p. 302] the homomorphisms in Cech cohomology it*: H"(L,Z)

-* H"(G,Z) are nonzero for n = dim La. Now if H"(G,Z) ¥= 0 for an infinite

number of n's, then dim G = oo. Also, H"(Y,Z) ¥= 0 for an infinite number of

«'s for any Y shape dominating G and thus dim Y = oo also. Therefore

Sd (G) = dim G = oo. If H"(G,Z) = 0 for all n > m with Hm(G,Z) ¥= 0,

then dim La < m for all a G A. Thus dim G < m. However, dim Y > m for

any Y with S(Y) > S(G) since Hm(Y,Z) * 0. Thus dim G = Sd (G) = m in

this case also.

Appendix: The equivalence of two approaches to shape theory. Here we will

prove that, for the category C of compact Hausdorff spaces and continuous maps

and the homotopy functor H: C -* HC, the shape functor S: C -* SC given in

[6] gives the same shape classification for compacta as the approach by Mardesic"

and Segal [8] using ANR-systems. Actually, the situation is more general as we

will point out in a remark at the end. Let X and Y be compact Hausdorff spaces.

Let X = {Xa;itaß;a < ß G A) and Y = {Yy;ityS;y < 8 ET} be ANR-systems

associated with X and Y, respectively, with {ita: X -* Xa) and {py: Y -* iÇ} the

projection maps making X and Y the projective limits of X and Y, respectively.

Theorem. Let f : X -» Y be a map of ANR-systems. Then

(1) f induces a morphism G = G(f) from X to  Y in the shape category  SC
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uniquely defined  by G(H(py)) = H(fy ° ny(7)) for all 7 G T.

(2) 77ie maps of ANR-systems f and g are homotopic if and only if Gff)

= G(g).

(3) If G is a morphism from X to Y in SC, then there is a map of ANR-systems

f: X ^ Y with G(i) = G.

Proof. First we will show (1). Let P be an //-object and/?: Y -* P a continuous

function. There is a y G T and a continuous map py : Yy-* P such that

H(py ° py) = H(p). Then define G(f)(H(p)) = H(py °/Y o Wfb)), We will now

show that G(f) is well defined. Suppose that 5 G T and ps is such that

H(ps ° P») = H(p). Then there is a X E T with X > 8 and X > y. Then

H(p) = H(py ° pYx ° Px) = H(ps ° piX o Px). Thus there is a X' > X such that

H(py ° pYx ° Pxv) = H(ps ° psx » Px*)-

This implies that

#(p7 ° tf/(T)/(x) ° 7r/(x)/(x')) = /ï(Ps ° */(í)/(\) ° */(\)/(\'))-

Thus,

#(/>* ° W/(A)/(V) ° W/rv)) = H(PS ° ff/(«)/(X') ° ^/(V))

and we have that H(py ° tt/m) = H(ps ° ttj(S)) and thus G(i)(H(p)) is well

defined. If we define G(î)(H(g)) = 77(g) for 7Y(g) a morphism in /7y, then G(f)

becomes a covariant functor from HY to 77* having the property that G(H(py))

= H(fy o ̂ (y)) for all y G T. According to Lemma 4.1 of [6], this defines G

uniquely.

Now we will prove (2). First suppose that f and g are homotopic as maps of

ANR-systems. We will show that G(f) = G(g). Let y G T. Since G(H(py))

= H(fy ° iTfM) uniquely defines G(f) we need only show that G(f)(H(py))

= G(g)(H(py)). By the definition of f and g being homotopic [8, p. 43] we have

that there is an a G A with a > /(y) and a > g(y) such that

H(fy ° W/M«) = H(Sy ° "¿Ma)-

This implies that

H(fy ° W/M« ° ""«) = H(8y ° w«(t)« ° "i)

and therefore that

H(fy ° w/(r)) = H(8y ° 1«)-

Thus

G(f)(77(pY)) = G(g)(H(py))   and   G(f) = G(g).

Now suppose that G(f) = G(g). Let y G T. Then H(fy ° irf(y)) = 77(gY o ng(y)).
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Let a E A with a > f(y) and a > g(y). Then

Hifi ° irJ(y)a ° ita) = H(gy o itg(y)a o ita).

By Property (2.3) in [6, p. 160] (or by Lemma 4 of [8]), there is a ß > a with

Hifi ° irj(y)a ° iraß) = H(gy ° itg(y)a o ttaß).

That is, H(fy o itfMß) = H(gy ° 7rg(r)j8) with ß > f(y) and ß > g(y). This implies

that f and g are homotopic as maps of ANR-systems.

Now we will show (3). Let G be a shape morphism from X to Y which is a

covariant functor from HY to Hx as in [6, §4]. Then, for y E T, let gy : X -* Yyhe

such that G(H(py)) = H(gy). Because G(H(p)) = H(p) for every morphism

Hip) in HY [6, p. 162] we have that, for y > 8, H{gy) = H(pyS) ° H(gs). By

Remark 2 of [8, p. 51] we get a map of ANR-systems f : X -» Y such that

H(fy ° ttm) = G(H(py)). Then, by (1), G(f) = G. The proof of the theorem is

now complete.

Corollary. Two compacta are shape equivalent in the sense of Holsztyñski if and

only if they are shape equivalent in the sense of Mardesic and Segal.

There is a way to generalize the approach of Mardesic and Segal. Let

E: C -* EC be a projection functor on a semiclassical F-category C. Let A(C)

denote the category of E-object systems where the objects of A(C) are inverse

systems X = [Xa ; itaß ; a < ß E A) of F-objects Xa in C where the directed set A

is closure finite. Let Y = {Yy;ityS;y < 8 E T} be another F-object system. Let a

map of E-object systems f : X -» Y be defined by an increasing function/: T -* A

and morphisms / : X}(y) -» 1Ç in C for each y E T satisfying the condition that,

for y < 8,

Eify ° t/m/(5)) = E(pyS o fs).

Define two maps of F-object systems to be homotopic in a manner analogous to

maps of ANR-systems [8, p. 43].

Let X be an object in C. Then X is associated with the F-object system X if

there is a presentation of X, {X; ita;a E A) making X the projective limit of the

inverse system X in C. By the definition of an F-category and by Lemma 2.4 of

this paper, every object X in C is associated with an F-object system. Except for

the fact that A is closure finite, the only properties of ANR-systems used in the

proof of the previous theorem in this Appendix are the properties in Lemma 3

and Lemma 4 in [8] which are properties (2.2) and (2.3) of F-objects in [6]. The

proof of the previous theorem can be modified slightly to give a proof of the

following theorem where X and Y are objects of C associated with the F-object

systems X and Y. The functor of shape S: C -» SC is that given in §§4 and 5 of

[6] for the functor F.
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Theorem. Let f : X -* Y be a map of E-object systems. Then (1) f induces a

morphism G = G(î) from X to Y in the shape category SC uniquely defined by

G(E(py)) = E(fy ° Trm)forally E T.
(2) The maps of E-object systems f and g are homotopic if and only if

G(f) = G(g).
(3) If G is a morphism from X to Y in SC, then there is a map of E-object systems

f : X -► Y with G(f ) = G.

Thus, for such a category C and projection functor E, these developments lead

to the same notion of shape equivalence.
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